Panel Mounted Acrylic Sneeze Guard Installation Guide

SP-1.25-8H Brackets - (to fit panels .75” to 1.25” thick)

SP-2.5-8H Brackets - (to fit panels 1.25” to 2.5” thick)

These brackets include more than one hardware option to secure clamp.

Step 1 - Each panel will require two brackets for support. A wing nut connection is preattached for the easiest connection. If desired, this can be removed by backing the Phillips head screw from the plate and replacing with one of the two additional screws provided.

Step 2 - Insert your shield into the top of the brackets. Use one screw to secure shield in place.

Questions? Please call 1-800-443-5117.
Customer Service available 8:30 - 5:00 Central Time, Monday - Friday